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Open Our Eyes
“I felt so sad .” Tears spilled over the preteen’s cheeks . 
“Today at Bible club, someone said Jesus couldn’t have 
been born to a virgin, so the Bible isn’t true . I wanted 
to tell the girl she was hurting my feelings because I 
believe in Jesus .”

This incident happened at a public school near my 
home and was brought to my attention on the same day 
I edited lesson twelve of this quarter .

As culture drifts away from Christian principles, our 
students face many spiritual battles . Media messages 
undermine faith . Children spout foul language 
and discuss issues that should be limited to adult 
conversations . Sometimes the darkness seems 
overwhelming . Nevertheless, the writer of lesson 
twelve reminded me to open my eyes . God’s army 
surrounds His people . The power of His light and love 
outshines evil .

Each lesson contains similar nuggets of wisdom . The 
writers designed unique presentations and activities to 
explore biblical passages seldom examined by young 
students .

God believes in young people . He desires to be near 
them in every area of their lives . Even when they make 
mistakes or foolish choices, He is waiting for them to 
repent and run back to Him . He yearns to be close to us .

Let’s help students turn down the clatter of thoughts, 
activities, and electronic devices to listen carefully for 
God’s voice . Let’s prepare them to fight the good fight, 
armed with God’s truth and daily devotional habits .

All of this can be accomplished in positive classroom 
environments where we focus on things that are true, 
honest, just, pure, lovely, excellent, and of good report . 
Let’s teach students to stand strong in God’s courage . 
When they leave our classrooms, they should feel 
empowered and motivated to walk tall with praise in 
their hearts .

Open our eyes, Lord. Help us access the power of Your 
light and love. Anoint our class sessions with a bright 
contrast to the dark world in which our students live. 
Open our eyes. In the name of Jesus, amen.

Editorial by Deanna Barnes
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CLASSROOM DÉCOR
Basic Preteen Décor Guidelines

Use the following ideas and the provided classroom 
décor art  as a starting point for creative inspiration 
and general guides for decorating . Visit Pinterest and 
other websites for additional décor ideas . 

Need more inspiration? Visit the “Word Aflame 
Preteen Curriculum Teachers” Facebook group, as 
well as the Facebook groups for the other children’s 
levels to see other interpretations of the décor . 

The wall decorating ideas can be adapted for any size classroom or teaching 
situation . Decorations can be basic or detailed and three-dimensional . Designs 
can be reduced in size to fit bulletin boards . Simply choose the best ideas for 
your students .

Keep all important items for interaction and teaching at students’ eye level . 
Anything higher should be used only for decoration . 

WINTER IN THE BIG CITY
Jesus brings hope and light to every city . Share His joy . Create an environment 
that awakens the senses . While planning the décor, envision a bright sunrise or 
sparkly reflections from ice and snow . Incorporate the warm glow of lamps and 
candles (battery-powered) along with the sights and sounds of a big city .

Begin at the door by attaching the door poster (trp) . Surround the poster with 
battery-powered twinkle lights . Inside the room, inspire students with spicy 
scents, sound effects, or background worship music .

Wall 1: Teaching Area
On this wall, feature a writing board for lesson notes and illustrations . Surround 
the board with a red border .

Nearby, display the current unit’s MW poster (trp) and the New Birth poster (trp) .

If space permits, keep the attendance charts (ap)  and memory charts (ap)  in 
this area too . Post the charts on the wall or store them in baskets or containers 
on a shelf or table .

Attendance Charts: An attendance chart is included in each activity paper (ap) . 
A digital version  is also available for printing extra copies . This quarter, 
students will track attendance by attaching a puff of snow (white pom-pom or 
cotton ball) to the city scene with glue dots .

Memory Charts: If you choose to incorporate the Memory Work from the 
EXPANDED section, a memory chart is included in each activity paper (ap) . A 
digital version  is also available for printing extra copies as needed . This 
quarter, students will track their memory work by adding a snowflake sticker 
(trp)  each week they practice the memory work .

Explaining Our Acronyms and Symbols
 (ap) = Activity Paper
 BP = Bible Point
 DIY = Do It Yourself
  =  Digital resource using 

code on TRP instruction 
sheet

 HC    = Home Connection

 JBQ =  Junior Bible Quizzing
 LA = Life Application
 MV = Memory Verse
 MW = Memory Work
 TM = Teacher’s Manual
 (trp) =  Teacher’s Resource 

Packet

Many classes have students who 
may not be able to attend every 
week due to circumstances beyond 
their control. Provide opportunities 
for those students to glue a 
pom-pom to their attendance 
charts for other reasons, such as 
demonstrating a Christian attitude 
or helping another student. This 
way all students will be included.
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Wall 2: Skyscraper Scene
Cover this wall with deep blue paper or plastic tablecloths . Attach a large white 
moon shape to the sky and surround it with silver foil stars .

Use classroom décor art  to trace skyscrapers of various sizes, shapes, and 
heights on black paper . Cut small white, gray, yellow, and light blue squares and 
rectangles . Glue these to the buildings to represent lighted windows . To add 
dimension to the scene, cut a few building shapes from cardboard boxes . Cover 
the boxes with black paper or paint . Stand these buildings in front of the wall of 
skyscrapers . Again, use white, gray, yellow, and light blue paper to create windows . 
Window openings could also be cut out so twinkle lights could shine through .

Wall 3: Window Shopping Scene
Cover the wall with brick background paper . Add a large rectangle of white paper 
for a window . Frame the window with a silver or red border . Use the classroom 
décor art  to create a window canopy with white paper . Paint red stripes on the 
canopy with poster paint .

Change the scenes in the windows during the quarter . Begin with a Christmas 
silhouette scene in December . Use classroom décor art  to make the silhouette 
from black paper . Add a sparkly star over the scene or use a battery-powered tea 
light attached to the wall with Velcro .

In January, change the scene for New Year’s . In February, decorate for 
Valentine’s Day .

Wall 4: City Park Scene
Start with a light blue background . Use the skyscraper classroom décor art  to 
create a row of skyscrapers from gray paper . Use a black marker to create a few 
windows on the buildings . Attach the skyscrapers to the top section of the wall 
against the blue sky area . 

Cut an oval ice-skating rink from white paper . Attach the rink to the lower 
portion of the wall . Surround the back and edges of the rink with cutouts of 
city trees from the classroom décor art  . Use winter colors or sprinkle brown 
tree silhouettes with polyester fiberfill snow . The trees should be in front of the 
skyscrapers but at a lower level to create a perspective of distance . 

Use glitter spray to add sparkle to the ice-skating rink . From the classroom décor 
art , cut ice skater silhouettes from black paper and attach them randomly 
around the ice-skating rink . 

In the foreground, attach a few red berry branches created from the classroom 
décor art  or purchased from a craft store .

Bulletin Board Ideas
Keep Your Life on Track

Cover a bulletin board with gray or white paper . Add a black border . From the 
classroom décor art , use the subway car art to create a large subway car for 
the center . Add a bold headline: Keep Your Life on Track! Add I Timothy 6:11 to 
the bulletin board: “Follow after righteousness, godliness, faith, love, patience, 
meekness” (I Timothy 6:11) .

Please share décor pictures with 
our Facebook group: Word Aflame 
Preteen Curriculum Teachers.
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Extra Theme-Based Ideas
• Let students have fun with edible marshmallow slime “snow .” Several 

recipes are available online .

• Connect with students over hot chocolate . Find a slow-cooker hot chocolate 
recipe or simply use a purchased mix with added water . Simmer during the 
lesson . After the final prayer, serve the hot chocolate with candy canes for 
stir sticks . Spend time talking with students .

• In December, help students add light to the classroom with Hanukkah 
candles . Paint cardboard tubes with blue paint . Decorate the tubes with 
white sequins and paper scraps . Cut small flames from yellow foam sheets . 
Spray flames with glitter spray . Glue the flame cutouts to the ends of craft 
sticks . Glue the sticks inside the cardboard tubes .

• Also in December, cheer up the classroom with a Mexican holiday tradition . 
Make luminarias from paper lunch bags or paper cups . Have students 
punch holes around the sides of the bags or cups and decorate with 
makers, sequins, stickers, or scrap paper . Place a battery-powered tea light 
inside each one .

• Toward the end of December, brighten the classroom with colorful Kwanzaa 
wreaths . Students trace their handprints on black, green, and red paper 
and cut them out . Students arrange the cutouts into wreath shapes and 
glue to white cardstock or posterboard .

• In February, surprise students with an Asian New Year tradition . Give each 
student a red envelope that contains a small amount of cash or a gift card 
for fast food or ice cream .

Offering Method
Use a plastic bottle or container covered with sparkly snowflake stickers to 
collect the offering this quarter .

Volunteers
From the classroom décor art , use the ice skate art to cut a construction-
paper or foam ice skate for each student . Include a few for guests . Students can 
use markers to color their ice skates and add their names . Place the completed 
ice skates in a basket . After volunteers are chosen, move their ice skates to 
another basket . When the basket is filled, start over so everyone has a chance 
to be chosen .

     Bible Quiz Option
Word Aflame is pleased to partner with UPCI Children’s Ministries to present a Junior Bible Quizzing (JBQ) activity 
as the last option for every lesson . The JBQ materials in the General Items of the digital resources  will permit 
you to study the material at your desired pace . 

For 2020–21, JBQ is studying the Book of Mark . This material will be used through the summer of 2021, so do not 
feel the need to get through all the verses this quarter .

Start the quarter by sending students home with one set of verses . Each week, based on their comprehension of 
the material, choose whether to send home a new set of verses or tell students to study last week’s verses again . 

Option 3 of each lesson describes a fun activity to help your students recall the material . Use the JBQ Quizzes  
that correspond to the JBQ Verses  your students are studying . 
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Unit 1
Light and Love in I John

Unit Aim
Students will examine the light and 
love Jesus brought to this world 
and discuss ways to apply His 
example to their lives.

Unit Memory Work
I John 4:4

Scripture Text
Acts 9:1–22
I John 1:5–10

Bible Lesson Verse
I John 1:9

Bible Point
God is light and has no sin.

Life Application
I reflect God’s light,  
and I must confess sin.

December 6
2020

WALKING IN GOD’S LIGHT
Saul Sees the Light1
CORE SUPPLIES

Excite and Engage
Welcome: City sounds , twinkle lights, attendance charts (ap) , markers, white pom-poms or cotton 

balls, glue dots, offering container
Opening Activity: Practice the object lesson before class. It requires dish soap, a pitcher of water, a 

clear bowl, and a pepper shaker. For each student, cut out a “God’s Power” cutout (trp) . 
Activity papers (page 1), markers, glue, unit 1 MW poster (trp)

Relate and Receive
Bible Lesson: From the fish scales (trp), cut out eye-shaped coverings. Study the script of the lesson 

and be prepared to present the monologue in your own words.
Biblical costume (Saul), bright flashlight, tape, Bible

Apply and Act
Life Application: Large mirror, dry erase marker, window cleaning solution, paper towels 

Per student: Activity paper (page 1), small mirror, pencil 
Prayer and Call to Action: Practice the object lesson before class

Magic grow tablets (available at dollar stores), clear bowl of warm water, table, New Birth poster (trp) 
Home Connection: Unit 1 HC calendar (trp) , lesson 1 HC devotion , AP covers, student 

information forms 
Consider purchasing inexpensive flashlights for families to use for this week’s home activity.

EXPANDED SUPPLIES
Worship and the Word

Worship: Glow sticks
Suggested songs: “Glow in the Dark” by Jason Gray, “Let Them See You” by JJ Weeks Band

Memory Work: Each pair of students will need one small ball that bounces.
Unit 1 MW poster (trp), flashlight, memory charts (ap) , memory snowflake stickers (trp) 

Reinforce and Review
Activity Paper: Activity papers (page 2), pencils, black crayons or markers
Option 1: Prior to class, prepare glow-in-the-dark Jell-O (see instructions on page 11) to share with 

students. This requires 7 hours of refrigeration. One recipe makes 4 servings; prepare enough for 
each student to have a serving. For one recipe you will need 1 cup tonic water, 3 oz. package lime 
Jell-O, 1 tablespoon sugar, 1 cup cold water, and small bowls or silicon heart-shaped molds. You will 
also need a black light.

Option 2: For each student, print a flashlight outline  on white paper. Each student will also need 
a blank sheet of white paper, a clear sheet protector, a permanent marker, black paper, and 
scissors.

Option 3: Select and print one set of JBQ Verses  for students to take home. Research Junior Bible 
Quizzing at the website, www.najbq.com.
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 CORE (designed for a teaching period around 45 minutes)

EXCITE AND ENGAGE
Welcome

Play the city sounds  on a loop and light up the room with twinkle lights . 
Welcome students to the new quarter with a tour of the classroom . Explain how 
the décor correlates with the quarter title: The Power of God’s Light and Love .

This quarter, students will track attendance by gluing a small white pom-pom 
or cotton ball to the winter city scene on their attendance charts (ap)  . Instruct 
students to write their names on their charts before attaching a a snow puff . For 
best results, provide mini glue dots rather than liquid glue or glue sticks . The 
charts can be attached to a wall or stored loosely in a large basket or container .

Choose a volunteer to collect offering and announce the Bible Point: God is light 
and has no sin.

Opening Activity: Light Repels Darkness
Before beginning this activity, discreetly rub a small amount of dish soap onto 
your index finger . Students should not be aware of the dish soap . 

Place the pitcher of water, the clear bowl, and the pepper on a table in clear view 
of students .

While pouring water into the bowl, say: God created our world perfect and 
beautiful. He made water, stars, trees, plants, flowers, and animals. He created 
Adam and Eve. He called everything good. God is perfect. At the beginning, His 
creation was also perfect. 

Then the humans God created chose to disobey Him. Shake pepper into 
the bowl of water . Their sin changed God’s perfect creation. The spotless 
world became peppered with anger, resentment, hurt, grief, jealousy, and 
disappointment. Continue to shake the pepper into the water until the surface 
of the water is covered . The world became clouded with sin. Since that day, all 
humans wrestle with a sinful nature. Sin is a part of our world.

Prepare in Advance
Begin taking pictures of students 
involved in activities. Continue 
taking pictures throughout the 
quarter in preparation for the 
PowerPoint presentation for lesson 
13 (see Option 2 on page 80).

     Teacher Devotional
Read I John 1:5–10 . Prayerfully consider what this passage says:

About God
God never misses the mark . He is always on target and His aim is always true . His chief desire is 
relationship with us, which is why He is always faithful and just to forgive us our sins .

To You as a Teacher
People tend to fall into one of two categories: (1) we don’t think we are that bad, or (2) we think we 
are too bad . We walk in the light when we stand in the tension between the two categories . We must 
confess our sins and then trust His righteousness to cover us .

To Your Students
The spiritual transformation to become more like Jesus and walk in His light requires confession . 
Many people resist confession because it can be difficult . It often seems easier and more comfortable 
to remain in sin and refuse to ask for forgiveness . Throughout this lesson, help students examine the 
power of repentance . Inspire them to follow God’s plan for renewed hearts that reflect His love .
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Nevertheless, we have hope. God remains good and perfect—even though the 
perfect world has changed. God is light. One touch from Him dispels darkness 
and drives sin away. Touch the middle of the water with the dish soap on your 
index finger . The pepper will scatter to the sides of the bowl .

When we are filled with God’s Spirit, we have power to overcome sin.  Use the 
unit 1 MW poster (trp) to introduce and recite I John 4:4 . 

Distribute activity papers and markers . On the first page, read the narrative 
aloud with students. God created a beautiful, perfect world. Then Adam and Eve 
disobeyed. Their choice allowed sin to enter the world. God’s perfect creation 
became filled with sorrow and pain. Today every human has a sinful nature. On 
the gray cloud, students write sins, attitudes, and behaviors that might keep 
them away from God’s presence .

God loves all people—even when they make mistakes—so He designed a rescue 
plan to free us from sin. (See Acts 2:38.) Through the plan of salvation, God 
gives us power to resist sin. Given each student a “God’s Power” cutout (trp)  
to cover everything they wrote with “God’s Power .” God is greater than any sin.

RELATE AND RECEIVE
Access Prior Experience: Have you ever thought you were right about something 
and then later found out you were completely wrong?

Bible Lesson: Saul Sees the Light (Acts 9:1–22)
Study the script and be prepared to present the monologue in your own words . 
Dress in a biblical costume . Dim the classroom lights and keep a flashlight nearby . 

My name is Saul. I like to think that I am always right. I am a religious person. 
I have been religious my whole life. I worship the one true God—always have, 
always will. When I know I am right about something, I do not change. When I 
am right, everyone else is wrong. If I see someone doing something wrong, I 
cannot just sit there. I have to do something about it—especially when it comes 
to religion and the one true God.

During the days after Jesus was crucified, I noticed what I thought was a false 
religion cropping up. People claimed Jesus of Nazareth, a mere carpenter’s son, 
was the Messiah. They worshiped Him as God, believing the ridiculous idea that 
He had risen from the dead. Religious leaders had crucified the man, hoping to 
kill His poisonous, false doctrine.

Nothing seemed to stop the believers. I was determined to change the trend. I 
found Christians where they were hiding. I busted into their secret meetings. I 
accused them of lying. I pulled them out into the open and sent them to jail.

I even approved the stoning of a Christian deacon named Stephen. I held the 
people’s coats as they killed him. I did not feel one bit sorry. I was right; he was 
wrong. He deserved to die. 

I continued to bully everyone who believed in Jesus. One day I heard about a 
group of Christians in Damascus. Government authorities gave me permission 
to go after them. I would force them to recant their beliefs. If they would not 
recant, I would force them to suffer the consequences. I was on a mission. 
Nothing could stop me. 

Some of my soldier friends traveled with me on the road to Damascus. Open a 
Bible to show students the location of the story in Acts 9:1–22 .

“Ye are of God, little children, and 
have overcome them: because 
greater is he that is in you, than he 
that is in the world” (I John 4:4).

Put the APs aside for use during 
Life Application.

Bible Lesson Verse
“If we confess our sins, he is 
faithful and just to forgive us our 
sins, and to cleanse us from all 
unrighteousness” (I John 1:9).

Teacher Tip
Many people incorrectly assert that 
God changed Saul’s name to Paul 
at his conversion. Acts 13:9 shows 
that he used dual names—Saul 
was his Hebrew name while Paul 
was his Roman name. Even after his 
conversion, his Hebrew friends still 
called him Saul.

Some students may confuse Saul of 
the New Testament with King Saul 
of the Old Testament. Be prepared 
to distinguish between the two.

From the fish scales (trp), cut out 
eye-shaped coverings and have 
them close by to put on your eyes.
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Suddenly a bright light shone in the sky. Turn on the flashlight . The light was so 
bright, it knocked me to the ground and blinded me. Apply the fish scales (trp) to 
your eyes .

A voice said, “Saul, why are you persecuting Me?”

I knew it was God, yet my mind told me it couldn’t be Him. I wasn’t persecuting 
Him. I was doing the opposite. I was protecting His truth. I knew I was right. I 
was defending my religion with all my strength, so I asked, “Who are You, Lord?”

The voice replied immediately, slicing its way through everything I thought I 
knew. “I am Jesus, whom you are persecuting. Arise and go into the city, and 
you will be told what you must do.”

My whole world seemed turned upside down. I went to the house in Damascus. I 
sat very still. I didn’t eat or drink anything for three days. I couldn’t believe how 
wrong I had been. God had spoken to me. I knew that. I couldn’t see anything, 
so I just sat there for three days.

Meanwhile, God was speaking to a Christian named Ananias, asking him to 
come minister to me. At first, when the Lord spoke to him, he did not want to 
come. Who could blame him? After all, the original reason I was coming to 
Damascus was to arrest him and people like him. He was afraid of me, but God 
convinced him that I was chosen to preach to Jews, to Gentiles, and to kings.

Thankfully, Ananias was obedient. He came and prayed for me. As he touched 
me, he said, “Receive your sight. Be filled with the Holy Ghost.” 

Instantly the scales fell from my eyes. Remove the scales . I could see again! 
Then I was baptized in Jesus’ name. I ate some food to regain my strength. I 
stayed with the Christians in Damascus for a while.

Soon I started preaching and telling everyone about Jesus. My life had 
completely changed. When people heard me preaching, they responded to the 
truth of God’s Word. The light of God’s love changed their lives.

Show I John 1:5–10 in the Bible . The Bible says those who believe Jesus is God will 
keep His commandments. His instructions are not impossible to follow. Sin can be 
overcome with the help of Jesus. This is the victory of our faith.

Jesus came to earth. He lived as a human and felt every temptation we experience. 
He died on the cross for us. He rose again. His Spirit leads and guides us into all 
truth. God is greater than any sin or problem we face. God is light. He has no sin. 
We have power and light through Him.

APPLY AND ACT
Life Application: I reflect God’s light, and I must confess sin .

Saul thought he was right, but he discovered he was actually wrong. Gather 
around the mirror .

What is the purpose of a mirror? . . . A mirror reflects. It shows me when I need to 
comb my hair or brush my teeth.

What is the purpose of God’s light in our lives? . . . It shows us our sin. It helps us 
overcome problems in our lives. It shows us we need to repent.
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How does God’s light shine through us? . . . God’s light shines through our 
actions, our words, and our appearance.

Give each student a small mirror, a pencil, and an activity paper . On the bottom 
half of the activity paper (page 1), students use the mirrors to reveal some good 
advice to overcome sin .

As Christians filled with the power and light of God’s love, we become reflections 
of Him. God wants to work through us to love people. He wants us to be kind and 
compassionate. He wants us to help others.

God’s love gives us power to act, speak, and look like children of the King.

God’s love helps us make wise choices when we are tempted to do wrong. 

• What are some ways we are not like God? As students answer, write short 
summaries on the mirror with a dry erase marker .

Sin clouds the reflection of God’s love in our lives. Evidence of our faith 
disappears. We are not able to help others find Jesus.

That is why confessing our sins and repenting is so important. Repentance 
erases sin. Choose a volunteer to use the window cleaning solution and paper 
towels to clean the mirror .

We are God’s light in this world. Let’s shine for Him. Have students repeat .

Prayer and Call to Action
We are created in the image of God. God made each of us with potential to 
reflect His love and His light. He has a plan for each of you. Place a clear bowl of 
warm water on a table . Drop a magic grow tablet into the water .

We cannot accomplish God’s plans with sin in our hearts. He wants us to be 
clean and pure, but He understands our struggles. One touch from Jesus makes 
a difference in our lives. He changes us and helps us grow into the purpose He 
has planned for us.

While waiting for the tablet to expand, review the New Birth poster (trp) to 
discuss repentance, baptism in the name of Jesus, and the infilling of the Holy 
Spirit . God’s plan of salvation prepares us for Heaven. New birth equips us to 
reflect God’s light and accomplish God’s work.

Compare the expanding tablet to Christian growth . Pray together: Jesus, we 
praise You. Thank You for coming to earth to live as a human and experience 
every temptation we face. Thank You for sending Your Holy Ghost power to 
help us overcome sin, grow to be more like You, and live in victory. Your light 
shatters darkness. You provide us strength and grace to be more like You. 
Thank You for Your transforming power. Thank You for forgiveness. Help us to be 
true reflections of God’s love in our world. In Jesus’ name, amen.

AP Answers
CONFESS
REPENT
REFLECT JESUS
YOU ARE CREATED IN HIS IMAGE
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Home Connection
• For each student, send home the unit 1 HC calendar (trp)  and the lesson 

1 HC devotion , or show parents the URL on the back page of the activity 
paper so they can download it themselves .

• Send home the cover of the activity paper, showing parents how the back 
contains the memory work for the entire quarter . Encourage them to post this 
where their child can see it and review the verse with their child during the week .

• Use the student information form  to get contact information from parents . 
This will be used to establish a home connection throughout the quarter .

• This week contact parents and explain the quarter’s theme . Encourage 
parents to use ideas from the Home Connection to reinforce what their child 
is learning each week .

• Consider giving each family a flashlight to use for this week’s home activity .

 EXPANDED (designed for a teaching period over 45 minutes)

WORSHIP AND THE WORD
Worship

Give each student a glow stick to activate . Turn off the lights and worship to the 
suggested songs: 

• “Glow in the Dark” by Jason Gray 

• “Let Them See You” by JJ Weeks Band

Memory Work: I John 4:4
Introduce the unit 1 MW poster (trp) together . Help students find I John 4:4 in 
their Bibles . Ask students to define the verse . Discuss their ideas and clear up 
any misunderstandings . John reminded church members they belong to God. 
Then and now, God’s children overcome by the power of His Spirit. His Spirit is 
greater than any false religion or any attitude or spirit that rebels against Jesus.

Pair up students . Direct each pair to stand five feet apart, facing each other . Give 
a ball to one student in each pair . The student with the ball says the first word of 
the verse and tosses the ball to the other student . The partner catches it, says 
the second word of the verse, and tosses the ball back . Each pair continues this 
process until the entire verse is recited at least once .

After completing the memory work, students write their names on their memory 
charts (ap)  and add a snowflake sticker (trp)  .

REINFORCE AND REVIEW
Activity Paper

On the back of the activity papers, students black out all letters from the word 
DARK . Using the remaining letters, they fill in the blanks to reveal the hidden 
message . Answer: When we confess our sins, we can shine the light of Jesus . 

God wants us to walk in His light. Sin is like a dark cloud that can creep into 
our hearts. The only way to remove it is to confess it to God. He will forgive us, 
cleanse us, and shine His light through us. Model a prayer of repentance and 
confession of sins .

Unit 1 Memory Work
“Ye are of God, little children, and 
have overcome them: because 
greater is he that is in you, than he 
that is in the world” (I John 4:4).
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Option 1: Glow-in-the-Dark Jell-O 
Prior to Class

1 . Boil one cup of tonic water . 

2 . In a bowl, stir Jell-O powder (3 ounces), one tablespoon of sugar, and boiling 
tonic water . 

3 . Add one cup of cold water . Stir until Jell-O powder dissolves completely . 

4 . Pour the mixture into small bowls or silicon heart-shaped molds . 

5 . Place bowls in a refrigerator for about seven hours . Jell-O should be firm .

During class, amaze students by serving the Jell-O in the dark under a black 
light . Talk about how God is light . He has no sin . Remind students to reflect 
God’s light by confessing sin and living an overcoming life .

Option 2: Reveal the Bible Point
1 . Direct each student to place a sheet of white paper in a clear sheet protector . 

2 . On the sheet protectors, students use permanent markers to write the Bible 
Point: God is light and has no sin . 

3 . Students then draw pictures that illustrate ways their lives can reflect 
God’s light .

4 . After students complete their drawings, tell them to remove the white paper 
from the sheet protector and replace it with black paper . 

5 . Then direct each student to pass the sheet protector to the person on the right .

Give each student a flashlight outline  to cut out . Show students how to move 
their flashlight cutouts between the sheet protectors and the black paper to 
reveal the Bible Point and drawings .

Option 3: JBQ Introduction
Introduce the concept of Junior Bible Quizzing . Hand out one set of JBQ Verses 

 . Explain that each week, a fun activity will help students review the material . 

Option: If you have some JBQ games for the upcoming quarter prepared, show 
students some activities they will be playing . 

Note to Teacher
This activity requires advance 
preparation.

See page 5 for more information on 
the JBQ option. 
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